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fast five (2011) is an american & british produced action thriller film. eric roberts plays the titular character of fbi
agent and former street racer brian o'conner. the film was filmed by the australian director peter berg and stars
paul walker, vin diesel, jordana brewster, tyrese gibson, paul byers, michelle rodriguez, joe pantoliano, heather

graham and chris brown in his acting debut. fast & furious 6 (2013) is the sixth film and the sixth installment in the
fast and the furious film series. it is the sixth installment of the fast and the furious film series. the film was

directed by justin lin, and was released on april 3, 2013. the film stars vin diesel, paul walker, dwayne johnson,
jason statham, michelle rodriguez, gabrielle union and jordana brewster, and is distributed by paramount pictures
and nickelodeon movies. the film is released in 5.1 dts-hd master audio and dts-hd master audio. fast five (2011)
dual audio hindi-english full movie 480p 720p 1080p bluray qualities and file size 426mb 1.5gb 3.2gb. film based

on action, adventure, crime. this movie contains dual audio which is hindi and english with google drive links.
download fast & furious 8 (2018) 720p dual audio (hindi-english) of whole movie [in dubbed]. download fast &

furious 8 (2018) hd 1080p bluray [org dd5.1 hindi + dd5.1 english] msubs, this is a english movie and available in
1080p & 720p qualities. this is one of the best movie based on drama, action, thriller, crime . an action film series

centered on illegal street racing and heists. this movie is now available in hindi.
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